
 

THEME DU  SVE : CULTURE, MEDIA ET COMMUNICATION, EUROPE ET CITOYENNETE 
 

LIEU : La Seu d'Urgell, Espagne 

DATE : Septembre 2016 (7 mois) 

CANDIDATURE A ENVOYER AVANT LE : 18 janvier 2016 

ORGANISME: Onsell Comarcal de l'Alt Urgell - Oficina Jove Alt Urgell 

TITRE DU PROJET : European view on culture and traditions in the Pyrenees 

The project is structured in 2 parts: 

Link between the volunteer and the host community: the Pyrenees and Europe. The young 

people will let other youngsters know what Europe is, and how to use all opportunities it 

provides.  

Introduce the host culture. The views of EVS volunteers on our culture and traditions, 

activities during the EVS, such as: work in museum, participating in local events and 

festivities etc. We want to make volunteers discover the incredible culture of Pyrenees!  

Tasks: The project is very open to the initiative of the volunteers. The possible activities are: 

participating and helping at local community events such as the town festivity or Christmas 

activities and other traditions, writing the blog, creating a documentary video, you can also 

work at the local museum, as well as work with kids, youngsters of La Seu d'Urgell, preparing 

workshops for them, introducing the English language, doing presentations about EVS in 

secondary school and presentations about your country in language school, creating a radio 

program, working in the lanuage café speaking and exchanging different languages, but also 

your completely own projects Here is the blog of the current volunteers:  

 

Profile of the volunteer(s) and selection process: Profile of volunteers: - being able to adapt 

well to our environment, having autonomy, being open-minded for new and various tasks -

with skills to present their culture; create an exchange with our culture, thus, establishing 

European awareness -with skills handling social networks (facebook, blog,...) 

 

If you are interested: 

 
The candidates will be chosen based on their motivation (!), experience and skills. We 

kindly aks you to send us your motivation letter (1 page max), CV and the filled in 

questionary. Please, send the documents to treball.alturgell@gmail.com 


